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Abstract. IntelliSearch is a complete and fully automated information
retrieval system for the Web. It supports fast and accurate responses to
queries addressing text and images in Web pages by incorporating stateof-the-art text and Web link information indexing and rertieval methods
in conjunction with efficient ranking of Web pages and images by importance (authority). Searching by semantic similarity for discovering
information related to user’s requests (but not explicitly specified in the
queries) is a distinguishing feature of the system. IntelliSearch stores a
crawl of the Web with more than 1,5 million Web pages with images and
is accessible on the Internet3 . It offers an ideal test-bed for experimentation and training and serves as a framework for a realistic evaluation
of many Web image retrieval methods.
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Introduction

Searching for effective methods to retrieve information from the Web has been
in the center of many research efforts during the last few years. The relevant
technology evolved rapidly thanks to advances in Web systems technology [1]
and information retrieval research [2]. Image retrieval on the Web, in particular,
is a very important problem in itself [3]. The relevant technology has also evolved
significantly propelled by advances in image database research [4].
Several approaches to the problem of content-based image retrieval on the
Web have been proposed and some have been implemented on research prototypes (e.g., ImageRover [5],WebSEEK [6], Diogenis [7]) and commercial systems.
The last category of systems, includes general purpose image search engines (e.g.,
3
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Google Image Search 4 , Yahoo 5 , Altavista 6 Ditto 7 ) as well as systems providing specific services to users such as detection of unauthorized use of images,
Web and e-mail content filters (e.g., Cobion 8 ), image authentication, licensing
and advertising (e.g., Corbis 9 ).
Image retrieval on the Web requires that content descriptions be extracted
from Web pages and used to determine which Web pages contain images that
satisfy the query selection criteria. The methods and systems referred to above
differ in the type of content descriptions used and in the search methods applied.
There are four main approaches to Web image search and retrieval.
Retrieval by text content: Typically images on the Web are described by
text or attributes associated with images in html tags (e.g., filename, caption,
alternate text etc.). These are automatically extracted from the Web pages
and are used in retrievals. Google, Yahoo, and AltaVista are example systems
of this category. The importance of the various text fields in retrieving images
by text content depends also on their relative location with regard to the
location of the images within the Web pages [8].
Retrieval by image annotations: The Web pages are indexed and retrieved
by keywords or text descriptions which are manually assigned to images by
human experts. This approach does not scale-up easily for the entire range
of image types and the huge volumes of images on the Web. Its effectiveness
for general purpose retrievals on the Web is questionable due to the specificity and subjectivity of image interpretations. This approach is typical to
corporate systems specializing in providing visual content to diverse range
of image consumers (e.g., authentication, licensing and advertising of logos,
trademarks, artistic photographs etc.).
Retrieval by image content: The emphasis is on extracting meaningful image content from Web pages and in using this content in the retrieval process.
Image analysis techniques are applied to extract a variety of image features
such as histograms, color, texture measurements, shape properties. This approach has been adopted mainly by research prototypes (e.g., [5, 6, 9]).
Hybrid retrieval systems combining the above approaches such as systems
using image analysis features in conjunction with text and attributes (e.g.,
[7, 10, 11]).
The problem of how to select authority Web pages and images on the topic
of the query has not been addressed by any of the above methods, which focus
mainly on image and text content. In Web text retrieval, link analysis methods
such as HITS [12] and PageRank [13] have been applied to estimate the quality
of Web pages and the topic relevance between the Web pages and the query.
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Incorporating page content within link analysis has also been proposed [14].
Extending these ideas to image retrieval on the Web is the natural next step.
Building upon HITS, PicASHOW [15] shows how to handle pages that link to
images and pages that contain images. WPicASHOW [11] shows how to handle
image content in conjunction with link information.
Queries on the Web are issued through the user interface by specifying keywords or free text. The system returns Web pages with similar keywords or text.
The highest complexity of queries is encountered in the case of queries by example: The user specifies an example image along with a set of keywords (or
annotation) expressing his or her information needs. Queries by example image
require that that appropriate content representations be extracted from images
in Web pages and matched with similar representations of the queries. However,
image analysis approaches for extracting meaningful and reliable descriptions
for all image types are not yet available. The adaptation of image descriptions
to the different image types coexisting on the Web or to the search criteria or
different interpretations of image content by different users is also very difficult.
Typically, images are retrieved by addressing text associated with them (e.g.,
captions) in Web pages [8]. This is the stat-of-the-art approach for achieving
consistency of representation and high accuracy results.
IntelliSearch is motivated by these ideas. The link analysis and text retrieval
methods referred to above are implemented and integrated into IntelliSearch.
The resulting system provides an ideal test-bed for experimentation and training and also a framework for a realistic evaluation of state-of-the-art Web image retrieval methods. An analysis of the performance of all these methods is
presented in [11, 16]. The main points of this analysis are also discussed in this
work. Furthermore, IntelliSearch supports fast and accurate responses to queries
addressing Web pages or images by incorporating efficient indexing of text information extracted from Web pages. The system stores a crawl of the Web with
1,5 million Web pages with images.

2

Information Retrieval in IntelliSearch

IntelliSearch supports queries by free text and keywords (the most frequent type
of image queries in Web image retrieval systems) addressing text or images in
Web pages. Typically, images are described by text surrounding them in the
Web pages (e.g., caption, title) [8]. The following image descriptors are derived
from Web pages based on the analysis of html formatting instructions:
Image Filename: The URL entry (with leading directory names removed) in
the src field of the img formatting instruction.
Alternate Text: The text entry of the alt field in the img formatting instruction. This text is displayed on the browser (in place of the image), if the
image fails to load. This attribute is optional (i.e., is not always present).
3

Page Title: The title of the Web page in which the image is displayed. It is
contained between the TITLE formatting instructions in the beginning of the
document. It is optional.
Image Caption: A sentence that describes the image. It usually follows or
precedes the image when it is displayed on the browser. Because it does not
correspond to any html formatting instruction it is derived either as the
text within the same table cell as the image (i.e., between td formatting
instructions) or within the same paragraph as the image (i.e., between p
formatting instructions). If neither case applies, the caption is considered to
be empty. In either case, the caption is limited to 30 words before or after
the reference to the image file.
The similarity between a query Q and an image I is computed as a summaiton
of similarities between the query and the above image descriptors:
Simage (Q, I) = Sf ile name (Q, I)+ Salternate text (Q, I) +
Spage title (Q, I)+ Simage caption (Q, I).

(1)

For queries addressing the text content of Web pages, the similarity between
a query Q and a Web page W is computed as the sum of the similarities of the
query with the text descriptions obtained from the the entire Web page and its
title (if exists):
Stext (Q, W ) = Spage title (Q, W ) + Spage text (Q, W ).

(2)

IntelliSearch implements the following two methods for computing similarity
S.
2.1

Vector Space Model (VSM) [17]

Queries and texts are syntactically analyzed and reduced into term (noun) vectors. A term is usually defined as a stemmed non stop-word. Very infrequent
or very frequent terms are eliminated. Each term in this vector is represented
by its weight. The weight of a term is computed as a function of its frequency
of occurrence in the document collection and can be defined in many different
ways. The term frequency - inverse document frequency model [17] is used for
computing the weight. Typically, the weight di of a term i in a document is
computed as di = tfi · idfi , where tfi is the frequency of term i in the document
and idfi is the inverse frequency of i in the whole text collection. The formula is
modified for queries to give more emphasis to query terms.
Traditionally, the similarity between two documents (e.g., a query Q and a
document D) is computed according to the Vector Space Model (VSM) [17] as
the cosine of the inner product between their vector representations
P
qi di
S(Q, D) = pP i2 pP 2 ,
(3)
i qi
i di
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where qi and di are the weights in the two vector representations. Given a query,
all documents (Web pages or images in IntelliSearch) are ranked according to
their similarity with the query.
2.2

Semantic Similarity Retrieval Model (SSRM) [16]

The lack of common terms in two documents does not necessarily mean that
the documents are unrelated. Similarly, relevant text may not contain the same
terms. Semantically similar concepts may be expressed in different words in the
documents and the queries, and direct comparison by word-based VSM is not
effective. For example, VSM will not recognize synonyms or semantically similar
terms (e.g., ”car”, ”automobile”).
SSRM works by discovering semantically similar terms using WordNet 10
to estimate the similarity between different terms. The similarity between an
expanded and re-weighted query q and a text d is computed as
P P
qi dj sim(i, j)
i
Pj P
S(Q, D) =
,
(4)
i
j qi d j
where i and j are terms in the query and the query Q and document D respectively and sim(i, j) denotes the semantic similarity between terms i and j [18].
Query terms are expanded with synonyms and semantically similar terms (i.e.,
hyponyms and hypernyms) while document terms dj are computed as tf · idf
terms (they are neither expanded nor re-weighted).
The method, although slow (due to its quadratic time complexity and extensive searches for terms over WordNet and computing their semantic similarity)
has been demonstrated to outperform VSM for text and image queries [16].
2.3

HITS [12]

Co-citation analysis is proposed as a tool for assigning importance to pages or
for estimating the similarity between a query and a Web page. A link from page
a to page b may be regarded as a reference from the author of a to b. The number
and quality of references to a page provide an estimate of the quality of the page
and also a suggestion of relevance of its contents with the contents of the pages
pointing to it.
HITS exploits co-citation information between pages to estimate the relevance between a query and a Web page and ranking of this page among other
relevant pages. HITS computes authority and hub values by link analysis on
the query focused graph F (i.e., a set of pages formed by initial query results
obtained by VSM expanded by backward and forward links). The page-to-page
adjacency matrix W relates each page in F with the pages it points to. The rows
and the columns in W are indices to pages in F. Then, wij = 1 if page i points
10
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to page j; 0 otherwise. The Authority and Hub values of pages are computed
as the principal eigenvectors of the page co-citation W T · W and bibliographic
matrices W · W T respectively. The higher the authority value of an image the
higher its likelihood of being relevant to the query.
2.4

PicASHOW [15]

Building upon HITS, PicASHOW shows how to handle pages that link to images
and to pages that contain images. PicASHOW [15] demonstrates how to retrieve
high quality Web images on the topic of a keyword-based query. It relies on the
idea that images co-contained or co-cited by Web pages are likely to be related to
the same topic. Fig. 1 illustrates examples of co-contained and co-cited images.
PicAHOW computes authority and hub values by link analysis on the query
focused graph F as in HITS. PicASHOW filters out from F non-informative
images such as banners, logo, trademarks and “stop images” (bars, buttons,
mail-boxes etc.) from the query focused graph utilizing simple heuristics such as
small file size.

P3
P1

co−contained images

P4

P2
...........
..........

images in co−cited
pages
P5

Fig. 1. The focused graph corresponding to query “Debian logo”.

PicASHOW introduces the following adjacency matrices defined on the set
of pages in the query focused graph:
W: The page to page adjacency matrix (as in HITS) relating each page in F
with the pages it points to. The rows and the columns in W are indices to
pages in F. Then, wij = 1 if page i points to page j; 0 otherwise.
M: The page to image adjacency matrix relating each page in F with the images
it contains. The rows and the columns in M ar indices to pages and images
in F respectively. Then, mij = 1 if page i points to (or contains) image j.
6

(W + I)M: The page to image adjacency matrix (I is the identity matrix)
relating each page in F both, with the images it contains and with the
images contained in pages it points to.
Similarly to HITS, P icASHOW defined the so called image cocitation and bibliographic matrices [(W + I)M]T · (M + I)W
and
(W + I)M · [(W + I)M]T respectively. The ij-th entry of the image cocitation matric is the number of pages that jointly point to images with indices
i and j. The ij-th entry of the image bibliographic matric is the number of
images jointly referred to by pages i and j. Fig. 2 illustrates the adjacency and
bibliographic matrices for the the focused graph of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. W, M and (W + I)M matrices computed by PicASHOW for the focused graph
of Fig. 1.

Image Authority and Hub values of images are computed as the principal eigenvectors of the image-co-citation [(W + I)M]T · (W + I)M and bibliographic matrices (W + I)M · [(W + I)M]T respectively. The higher the authority value of an image the higher its likelihood of being relevant to the query.
PicASHOW can answer queries on a given topic but, similarly to HITS, it
suffers from the following problems [14]:
Mutual reinforcement between hosts: Encountered when a single page on
a host points to multiple pages on another host or the reverse (when multiple
pages on a host point to a single page on another host).
Topic drift: Encountered when the query focused graph contains pages not
relevant to the query (due to the expansion with forward and backward
links). Then, the highest authority and hub pages tend not to be related to
the topic of the query.
2.5

Weighted PicASHOW (WPicASHOW) [11]

PicASHOW does not show how to handle image content or image text context.
This problem is addressed by WPicASHOW (or Weighted PicASHOW) [11], a
weighted scheme for co-citation analysis is proposed. WPicASHOW relies on the
combination of text and visual content and on its resemblance with the query for
7

regulating the influence of links between pages. Co-citation analysis then takes
this information into account. WPicASHOW has been shown to achieve better
quality answers and higher accuracy results (in terms of precision and recall)
than PicASHOW using co-citation information alone [11].
WPicASHOW handles topic drift and mutual reinforcement as follows:
Mutual reinforcement is handled by normalizing the weights of nodes pointing to k other nodes by 1/k. Similarly, the weights of all l pages pointing to
the same page are normalized by 1/l. An additional improvement is to purge
all intra-domain links except links from pages to their contained images.
Topic Drift is handled by regulating the influence of nodes by setting weights
on links between pages. The links of the page-to-page relation W are assigned
a relevance value computed by VSM and Eq. 2 as the similarity between the
term vector of the query and the term vector of the anchor text on the link
between the two pages. The weights of the page-to-image relation matrix M
are computed by VSM and Eq. 1 (as the similarity between the query and
the descriptive text of an image).
WPicASHOW starts by formulating the query focused graph as follows:
– An initial set R of images is retrieved. These are images contained or pointedto by pages matching the query keywords according to Eq. 2.
– Stop images (banners, buttons, etc.) and images with logo-trademark probability less than 0.5 are ignored. At most T images are retained and this
limits the size of the query focused graph (T = 10, 000 in IntelliSearch).
– The set R is expanded to include pages pointing to images in R.
– The set R is further expanded to include pages and images that point to
pages or images already in R. To limit the influence of very popular sites,
for each page in R, at most t (t = 100 in this work) new pages are included.
– The last two steps are repeated until R contains T pages and images.
WPicASHOW then builds M, W and (W + I)M matrices for information in
R. Fig. 3 illustrates these matrices for the example set R of Fig. 1 with weights
corresponding to query “Debian logo”. Notice that, in PicASHOW all non-zero
values in M and W are 1 (non normalized weights).
Fig. 4 illustrates authority and hub values computed by WPicASHOW in response to query “Debian logo”. The answers to the query are ranked by authority
values. Notice the high authority scores of pages showing logo or trademark images of “Debian Linux”.
2.6

Weighted HITS [14]

Similarly to WPicASHOW, WHITS (weighted HITS) a weighting link analysis
scheme for retrieval of Web pages is also implemented. HITS uses link information between pages (does not consider links to images or to pages containing
images). Links are weighted by their text similarity (as computed by VSM).
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Fig. 3. W, M and (W + I)M matrices computed by WPicASHOW for the focused
graph of Fig. 1.

Image
Authority Values .751 .657 .0418 .0418 .008 0

Page
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
Hub Values .519 .0001 .854 .001 0

Fig. 4. Image Authority (left) and Hub values (right) computed by WPicASHOW in
response to query “Debian logo”.
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IntelliSearch Architecture

A complete prototype Web image retrieval system is developed and is accessible
on the Web 11 . The system is implemented in Java. The architecture of IntelliSearch is illustrated in Fig. 5. It consists of several modules, the most important
of them being the following:

Collection Analysis

WWW

Text Analysis

Crawler

Image Analysis
Retrieval
Query
Answers
Query

Storage

Query Method

Document
Database

WordNet
Link Analysis

URL
Hash

Text
Index
Connectivity
Server

Fig. 5. IntelliSearchArchitecture.

Crawler module: Implemented based upon Larbin 12 , the crawler assembled
locally a collection of 1,5 million pages with images. The crawler started its
recursive visit of the Web from a set of 14,000 pages which is assembled from
the answers of Google image search to 20 queries on topics related to Linux
11
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and Linux products. The crawler worked recursively in breadth-first order and
visited pages up to depth 5 links from each origin.
Collection analysis module: The content of crawled pages is analyzed.
Text, images, link information (forward links) and information for pages that
belong to the same site is extracted.
Storage module: Implements storage structures and indices providing fast
access to Web pages and information extracted from Web pages (i.e., text, image descriptions and links). For each page, except from raw text and images, the
following information is stored and indexed: Page URLs, image descriptive text
(i.e., alternate text, caption, title, image file name), terms extracted from pages,
term inter document frequencies (i.e., term frequencies in the whole collection),
term intra document frequencies (i.e., term frequencies in image descriptive text
parts), link structure information (i.e., backward and forward links). Image descriptions are also stored.

stemmed term
term
type of
descriptive text

inter document
frequency
N:M

document to term relationship

intra document
frequency

web page
document

N:M

1:N

document to document
relationship
(link information)

image
description

URL

specialization

page text

image

title

Fig. 6. The Entity Relational Diagram (ERd) of the database.

The Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of the database in Fig. 6 describes
entities (i.e., Web pages) and relationships between entities. There are manyto-many (denoted as N : M ) relationships between Web pages implied by the
Web link structure (by forward and backward links), one-to-many (denoted as
1 : N ) relationships between Web pages and their constituent text and images
and N : M relationships between terms in image descriptive text parts and
documents and. The ERD also illustrates properties of entities and relationships
(i.e., page URLs for documents, titles for page text, image content descriptions
for images, stemmed terms, inter and intra document frequencies for terms in
image descriptive text parts.)
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The database schema is implemented in BerkeleyDB 13 Java Edition. BerkeleyDB is an embedded database engine providing a simple Application Programming Interface (API) supporting efficient storage and retrieval of Java objects.
The mapping of the ERD of Fig. 6 to database files (Java objects) was implemented using the Java Collections-style interface. Apache Lucene14 is providing
mechanisms (i.e., inverted files) for indexing text and link information. There
are Hash tables for URLs and inverted files for terms and link information. Two
inverted files implement the connectivity server [19] and provide fast access to
linkage information between pages (backward and forward links) and two inverted files associate terms with their intra and inter document frequencies and
allow for fast computation of term vectors.
Retrieval module: Queries are issued by keywords or free text. The user
is prompted at the user interface to select mode of operation (retrieval of text
pages or image retrieval). All methods in Sec. 2 are implemented.

4

Conclusions

IntelliSearch15 , is a complete and fully automated system for retrieving text
pages and images on the Web. It supports retrieval of important (authoritative)
Web pages and images (by incorporating link analysis into its search and retrieval
methods) as well as, searching by semantic similarity for discovering information
related to the needs of the users (even if it is not explicitly specified in the
queries). Retrievals are speeded-up by indexing text and link information specific
to Web pages and images.
The results in [11, 16] indicate that text searching methods like VSM and
SSRM are far more effective than link analysis methods (text is a very effective
descriptor of Web content itself). However, text similarity methods tend to assign
higher ranking even to Web pages and images pointed to by very low quality
pages such as pages created by individuals or small companies. Between the two,
SSRM demonstrated promising performance improvements over VSM.
Link information alone (e.g., as in HITS and PicASHOW) is not an effective
descriptor for Web pages and images. Link analysis methods tend to assign higher
ranking to higher quality but not necessary relevant pages. High quality pages,
on the other hand, may be irrelevant to the content of the query. Weighted link
analysis methods (WHITS, WPicASHOW) attempted to compromise between
text and link analysis methods.
IntelliSearch is currently being expanded to support queries by image content
(e.g., queries by image example). This requires that image analysis methods be
applied and appropriate image content representations extracted from images
and used in retrievals. Future work includes also experimentation with larger
data sets and more image types (i.e., video and graphics).
13
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